
  

  Weathering, Erosion and Deposition  
  

O: We will study deposition, weathering, and erosion. 

  

 weathering - is a process that breaks down rock and other substances at  

 Earth’s surface 

 – very slow process 

 – creates soil 

 – softer rock weathers faster 

 – weathering is fastest in hot and wet climates 

  

 mechanical weathering - breakdown of rock into smaller pieces without  

 any change in the chemical composition of its minerals. 

  ice wedging - occurs when water fills cracks in rock then freezes and  

 thaws over a long period of time. The expanding ice cause the rock to 

        eventually break. 

 • exfoliation - rock breaks off into leaves or sheets along joints which are  

     parallel to the ground surface. 

 • thermal weathering - rock split by daily heating and cooling as different  

         minerals in the rock expand and contract. 

 • biotic weathering - weathering caused by living organisms  

  

 One rock has a softer chalkier surface and the other has a smooth, hard surface. 

  

 chemical weathering - breakdown of rock into smaller pieces because of  

 change in the chemical composition of its minerals. 

 • oxidation - oxygen combines with elements in rocks to form new types of  

         rock. Often, there is a rusting effect on the rock. 

 • hydrolysis - water combines with the substances in rocks to form new  

         types of rock. 

 • carbonation – carbon dioxide is dissolved in water making carbonic acid,  

         which eats away at the rock. 
 



  

 • biotic - living organisms can cause changes in the chemistry of rock. 

  

 The rock is soft, white and chalky. 

  

 Water is the strongest agent of chemical weathering. 

  

 erosion - movement of weathered rock and soil to a new location.  

  

 • Moving water is the strongest agent of erosion that has shaped Earth’s  

         land surface. 

 • wind picks up surface material and moves it, weakest agent of erosion 

  

  deposition - laying down (dropping) of sediment carried by wind, water,  

      or ice 

  

 • Water is the strongest agent of deposition. 
 • Wind is the weakest agent of deposition.  

  

 Wind, water, and waves work together in the processes of deposition,  

 weathering, and erosion. 

  

A: weathering breaks material apart, erosion carries the pieces away and 

 deposition drops it somewhere else. 

  

O: We will investigate different types of deposition, weathering, and erosion. 

  

A: The strongest agent of weathering, erosion and deposition is water. 

  

  

  

  
 


